UNDERSTANDING
OUR CITY
REGION
ECOSYSTEM

About
The event was organised
to explore the following
challenge:
How might we develop
data-informed, digitallyenabled and human-centred
solutions to support a
healthy future for our city
region ecosystem?
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Background
This event was held on 24 June 2019 at the Edinburgh
Centre for Carbon Innovation. It was hosted by the
University of Edinburgh Internet of Things Research
and Innovation Service in partnership with Scottish
Wildlife Trust and Edinburgh Living Lab.
IoT Research and
Innovation Service

Healthy ecosystems are essential
for life on the planet. As urban
populations grow, significant
pressure is placed on ecosystems in
cities and their surrounding regions.
Advances in digital and data
technology are opening up new
opportunities to create evidence
for, raise awareness of and engage
people with the critical functions and
values of ecosystems and their local
and regional impacts.
The University of Edinburgh is in
the process of designing its IoT
Service regional sensor network to
have broad capability to monitor
the environment including weather,
pollution, and organisms.
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The aim of this event was to help
to lay the foundation for future
large-scale funded research and
community impact around nature
and the environment across our
region and to unlock future coordinated effort to help address
these challenges.
The event welcomed data holders,
data collectors, environmental
researchers, nature enthusiasts,
advocacy organisations,
neighbourhood gardeners,
technology experts and anyone
interested in finding ways to improve
our understanding about nature
through data.
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Challenges

Before the event,
everyone who signed up
to participate offered an
answer to the question:
What is your ‘challenge’
around Understanding
the City Region
Ecosystem?
Here are some of the
challenges that people
proposed (see Appendix 1
for a full list):

What is the best
data to collect to
inform a holistic
ecosystem
approach?

How might
greenspace
managers use data
strategically to
inform greenspace
and green network
management and
development?
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How might
we access and
integrate data
from multiple
sources to
provide useful
information to
users?

How might
we make
better use
of the data
we have?

How can IoT
help to improve
environmental
impact
monitoring?

How might we improve citizen
engagement with biodiversity data?

How might we
measure the impact
of the ecosystem
on health and wellbeing?

What is the role of citizens
and communities in collecting
data, and what is the value
proposition to them?
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We organised the challenges into
themes and formed small groups
around each of the themes. Each group
articulated a ‘wish’ that described what
they would like to happen to solve some
of the challenges.
Within each wish we identified a series
of mini-problems that prevent the wish
from coming true. We explored these
problems and used them to generate
solution concepts.
The next pages explain our wishes in
more detail…
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Wish 01
 ommunities are empowered to
C
take ownership of their ecosystem
and take action to improve it.

!

Problems and mini-solutions
Fear of data - collecting / using / understanding it
Develop more up-to-date and automated data visualisations
Use machine learning to extract data and combine datasets

Unsure how to take action
Use data to inform the public and focus action
Present information in narratives / stories

Lack of community
Create a unified and accessible message across
environmental organisations
Create links between people - communities of geography
and interest
Organise and integrate information about community
activities from different sources

Key solution ideas
Curate data into one system with compatible
geographies and units. Make data available to
access / view / interrogate / download
Develop an app-based platform using automated
data visualisations, tailored to specific interests.
Provide before and after info to measure positive
change for community action
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Wish 02
Decision-makers have access
to freely available data and are
well-supported to understand
how to use it.
!

Problems and mini-solutions
Not knowing what data is available and restrictions
on use of data
Develop in-house expertise or share expertise across
organisations
Make OS data publicly available
Improve cataloguing of available data

Lack of linkages between policy makers and
data people
Improve awareness among senior management and
decision-makers of what IT can do
Provide support for organisations with limited staff resource

Lack of accessible data to inform and justify
requirements for land-use development
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Key solution ideas
Develop linkages between data from different 		
organisations so that everyone’s data is up to date
Improve data resources by making local authority
data available and accessible, developing citizen
science, and using sensors to collect data
Share data via Twitter, Knowledge Hub, SEPA, SNH
Provide funding and recognition for data officers /
managers

Impact
Improved data resources and access will support
evidence-based decisions about planning, maintenance,
funding, habitat regulations, appraisals
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Wish 03
 ow-cost sensors make reliable
L
and accurate measurements
over large scale.

!

Problems and mini-solutions
Inaccuracy of measurement
Further improvement of sensing technology
More reference data for quality assurance / quality
control of sensor measurements

Reliability of sensors
Balance between open network and data security

Scalability
Participation of local organisations and citizens

Key solution ideas
Keep working to develop low-cost sensors!

Impact
Air pollution and noise data will inform citizens
and improve policy making
Pollution trends documented
Visualisations inform the public
Sensor developers get feedback
People are educated on environmental protection
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Wish 04
When data is collected from or
by citizens and communities,
there are transparent
connections between
the people giving
data, data collectors
/ researchers /
analysts and end
users. Everyone
understands how they can
contribute, and there are
clear pathways between data
collection and benefit for citizens
and communities.

!

Problems and mini-solutions
Making better connections between data
collectors and people who can use data
Help potential data users know where to find data and
who to ask

Building trust so that the general public can safely
and willingly share location-based info
Accessing information about the ecosystem
Organise and present information clearly and simply
Disseminate information through multiple channels

Key solution ideas
In order to create trustworthiness, support more
data sharing, and support evidence-based policy,
we will…
Identify the issues people care about most
Be up front about how data is being used
Show how the issue has been dealt with
Use the data the way we said we would
Provide updates to show how data is being used
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Wish 05

Create a Citizens Observatory
for Edinburgh City Region
!

Problems and mini-solutions
Need for long-term attention,
motivation and engagement
beyond spikes in interest
generated by extreme climate
events
Trust and quality of citizen
contributed data

What will the City
Observatory do?
Longitudinal data collection
Engage and involve citizens and
communities with varying levels
of data literacy, free time and
other resources
Focus on solving challenges of
citizens themselves

Impact
Provide data that could be used by
Satellite application companies /
Growers / Land managers / Policy
makers / Researchers / Schools

Use the data to…
Understand changes over long
periods of time
Predict climate events e.g. drought
Identify optimal planting times
e.g. for growers, school gardens
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Wish 06
Water quality and quantity are
recognised as key environmental
indicators for policymaking

!

Problems and mini-solutions
Understanding and managing a complex system
Establish impact of actions on systems

Linking people to the real issues and giving them
responsibility and ownership over it

Key solution ideas
Engage people who deliver services
Regulators		

Land owners / managers

Emergency services		

Communities

Calibrate models
Develop predictive models from agri-tech
consultancies
Create a collaborative platform for improving
agriculture

Impact
Manage water better
Measure impact of programmes / return on
investment
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Wish 07

A broad spectrum of
society is engaged,
enthused and empowered
to effect positive change
What do we need to do to help make
this possible?
Engage and activate novel
stakeholders
Create more relevant information
Foster self-interest and emotional engagement

Support people to translate knowledge and
information into meaningful impact
Improve communication and provide support to
communities
Help people develop specific skills

Ensure it is citizen-led and
sustainable
Provide funding support and follow-up
Share case studies: good outcomes, what
worked, what didn’t work
Share resources and skills
Make initiatives fun, user-friendly, and engaging
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Data about the Ecosystem
This event also helped to think about two important questions:

Bats

Water

Where and how do we
need to collect new
information about the city
region ecosystem?

•

Location

•

Use for irrigation

•

Movement

•

Quality

•

Roost-finding

•

Temperature

•

Light levels / light pollution

•

Flow/level

•

Behaviour patterns

•

Pollution

•

Pathways

What are clear data gaps
and how could sensors
help to create new data
that could fill them?

Participants brainstormed all kinds of data that they could use to help monitor
and improve the city region ecosystem. The following is a sampling of their ideas:

Birds
•

Occurrence

•

Species

•

More localised rainfall data

Greenspace

General

•

•

Environmental gradients e.g. water
of Leith from source to sea

•

Particle speciation

•

UV levels

Which parks people are using

Biodiversity
•

Location-specific protected
species information

Land
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Weather

•

Soil moisture in-situ values

•

Land use and management

•

Land cover

•

Crop productivity

•

Carbon sequestration

City
•

Usage of walking and cycling
routes

•

People movement
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Next Steps
The University of Edinburgh team is
tracking funding opportunities and
will invite participants to further
meetings as opportunities develop.
Gemma Cassells is leading on
discussions about developing
a Citizens Observatory for the
Edinburgh City Region. Contact her
for more information.

Thanks
Organisations
to
Represented
We invite anyone interested in
developing an initiative to address
one or more of the identified
challenges to get in touch with the
event organisers and let us know
how we can support you. Contact
Edinburgh Living Lab at
info@edinburghlivinglab.org or
specific individuals through the
participants list.

The Internet of Things Research and
Innovation Service will showcase
sensing technologies for the
environment at the IUCN World
Conservation Congress in 2020.
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Healthy ecosystems are essential
for life on the planet. As urban
populations grow, significant
pressure is placed on ecosystems in
cities and their surrounding regions.
Advances in digital and data
technology are opening up new
opportunities to create evidence
for, raise awareness of and engage
people with the critical functions and
values of ecosystems and their local
and regional impacts.
The University of Edinburgh is in
the process of designing its IoT
Service regional sensor network to
have broad capability to monitor
the environment including weather,
pollution, and organisms.

Organisations that participants
and speakers represented included
among others:
•

5 local Councils (East / West /
Midlothian, Edinburgh, Fife)

•

Bat Conservation Trust

•

East Scotland Butterfly
Conservation

•

Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh

•

Scottish Wildlife Trust

•

IUCN Urban Alliance

•

The Data Lab

•

Heriot Watt University

•

Edinburgh Napier University

•

University of Dundee

•

University of Edinburgh

•

Institute of Occupational
Medicine

•

Urban Tide
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These are the other challenges proposed by participants around
‘Understanding Our City Region Ecosystem’
•

How might we connect
greenspace managers with data
experts to use data strategically
to inform greenspace and green
network management and
development?

•

What is the best data to collect
to inform a holistic ecosystem
approach?

•

How might we improve
knowledge to inform decision
making, identify priorities for
habitat management/creation
and support land use planning
for better outcomes?

•

•

•

•

How might we make better
use of the data we have (public
sector planning)?

•

urban expansion increases the
pressure on these sites and
available funding decreases?

•

How might we measure the
benefits of urban nature and
gardening?

•

•

How might we address the
disconnect between how people
value ecosystems and on the
ground development?

How might we maximise how
collated information can be
utilised, involve the community
in gathering and using the
information and develop
opportunities through digital
and data technology?

•

How might we improve citizen
engagement with biodiversity
data?

•

•

What is the role of citizens
and communities in collecting
data, and what is the value
proposition to them?

How might we use low-cost
sensors to improve the spatiotemporal availability of air
quality measurements, for
better understanding of air
pollution and people’s exposure
to it in urban environments?

•

How might we measure the
impact of the ecosystem on
health and well-being?

How might we measure where
and when people visit the parks
in the city?
How might we access
and integrate data from
multiple sources to provide
useful information to users
(particularly with regard to
green infrastructure)?
How can IoT help to improve
environmental impact
monitoring?
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•

How might we collect accurate
data for flood forecasting and
modelling?

•

How we might achieve
ecosystem-led, sustainable
management of greenspaces,
coast and countryside sites as
urban expansion increases the
pressure on these sites and
available funding decreases?
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